3.1 Identity statement area
Purpose: to identify uniquely the unit of description
And provide a link to the description that represents it

3.1.1 Reference code(s)
- the country code
- the repository code
- a special local reference code, control number or unique identifier

8. Standard number or alternative and terms of availability

3.1.2 Title

1. Title and statement of responsibility area
- Title proper
- general material designation
- statements of responsibility

3.1.3 Date(s)
- date(s) when records were accumulated in the transaction of business or the conduct of affairs
- date(e) when documents were created
- dates of copies, editions, versions, attachments, originals etc.

4.4 Date of publication, distribution etc.
4.7 Date of manufacture

3.1.4 Level of description
- fonds, sub-fonds, series, sub-series, file, item

no equivalent as such

3.1.5 Extent and medium of the unit of description
- the physical or logical extent
- the medium of the unit of description

3. Material or type of publication specific area
5. Physical description area
- specific material designation and extent of item
- other physical details
- dimensions of item

Context area
- information about the origin and custody of the unit of description

3.2.1 Name of creator(s)

1.5 Statements of responsibility
4.2 Name of publisher

3.2.2 Administrative/biographical history
3.2.3 Archival history
3.2.4 Immediate source of acquisition or transfer

7. Note area for different kind of notes
According to ISAD(G) following elements are considered essential for international exchange of descriptive information:
- reference code
- title
- creator
- dates
- extent of the unit of description
- level of description
FURTHER CROSSWALKS

ISAD(G)                      EAD

3.1.1 Reference code(s)      <unitid>
- the country code
- the repository code
- a special local reference code, control number or unique identifier

3.1.2 Title                  <unittitle>
3.1.3 Date(s)               <unitdate>
3.1.4 Level of description  <archdesc> and <level attribute>
3.1.5 Extent and medium    <physdesc>, <extent>
  of the unit of description
3.2.1 Name of creator(s)    <origination>
3.2.2 Administrative/biographical history <bioghist>
3.2.3 Archival history      <custodhist>
3.2.4 Immediated source of acquisition or transfer <acqinfo>
3.3.1 Scope and content    <scopecontent>
3.3.2 Appraisal, destruction scheduling <appraisal>
3.3.3 Accruals             <accruals>
3.4.1 Conditions governing access <accessrestrict>
3.4.2 Conditions governing reproductions <userestrict>
3.4.3 Language/scripts of material <archdesc> LANGMATERIAL attribute
3.4.4 Physical characteristics and technical requirements <physdesc>
3.4.5 finding aids          <otherfindaid>
3.5.1 Existence and location of originals <altformavail>
3.5.2 Existence and location of copies <relatedmaterial>
3.5.3 Related units of descriptions <relatedmaterial>
3.5.4 Publication note      <bibliography>
3.6.1 Note                  <archivist(note)>
3.7.1 Archivist's note      <archivist(note)>
3.7.2 Rules conventions
3.7.3 Date(s) of description

ISAD(G)                      MARC                      EAD

3.4.3 041 Language          <archdesc> LANGMATERIAL attribute
3.2.1 100 Main entry-personal name <origination> <persname>
3.2.1 110 Main entry-corporate name <origination> <corpname>
3.2.1 111 Main entry-meeting name <origination> <corpname>
3.1.2 130 Main entry-uniform title <unittitle>
3.1.2 240 Uniform title     <controlaccess> <title>
3.1.2 245 Title statement <unittitle>
3.1.5 300 Physical description <physdesc>
3.1.5 340 Physical medium <physdesc>
3.4.1 351 Organization and arrangement <organization>
3.3.4 500 General note <odd>
3.4.1 506 Restrictions on access note <accessrestrict>
3.3.1 520 Summary, etc. <abstract>
3.4.2 524 Preferred citation of described materials <prefercite>
3.5.2 530 Additional physical form available <altformavail>
3.5.4 536 Funding information <sponsor>
3.4.2 540 Terms governing use and reproduction <userestrict>
3.2.4 541 Immediate source of acquisition <acqinfo>
3.5.4 544 Location of other archival materials <separatedmaterial>
3.4.2 545 Biographical or historical data <bioghist>
3.4.5 555 Cumulative index/finding aids finding aids
3.2.3 561 Ownership and custodial history <custodhist>
3.5.4 581 Publications about described materials <bibliography>
3.5.4 583 Action <processinfo>
3.3.3 584 Accumulation and frequency of use <accruals>
600 Subject-personal name <controlaccess><persname role="subject">
610 Subject-corporate name <controlaccess><corpname role="subject">
611 Subject-meeting <controlaccess><corpname role="subject">
630 Subject-uniform title <controlaccess><title role="subject">
650 Subject-topical <controlaccess><genreform>
651 Subject-geographic name <controlaccess><geogname role="subject">
655 Genre/form <controlaccess><genreform>
656 Occupation <controlaccess><occupation>
657 Function <controlaccess><function>
69X Local subject access <controlaccess><subject source="local">
700 Added entry-personal name <controlaccess><persname>
710 Added entry-corporate name <controlaccess><corpname>
711 Added entry-meeting name <controlaccess><corpname>
720 Added entry-uncontrolled <name>
730 Added entry-uniform title <controlaccess><title>
740 Added entry-uncont./related anal.title <title>
752 Added entry-hierarchical place name <geogname>
3.1.1 852 Location <repository> <physloc>